Atlanta-based natural gas
services company and subsidiary
of Southern Company.
Corporate Headquarters
GAS Distribution Operations
Atlanta Gas Light
Chattanooga Gas
Nicor Gas
Virginia Natural Gas
GAS Marketing Services
SouthStar Energy Services
GAS Wholesale Services
Sequent Energy Management
GAS Midstream Operations
Central Valley Gas Storage
Golden Triangle Storage
GAS Pipeline Investments
Southern Natural Gas

2020 Stats
4.3 Million
utility customers

666,000
retail customers

75,924 Miles

Dalton
Horizon
Magnolia
SCG Pipeline

of pipe

PennEast (in Development)

storage capacity

157 Bcf

NATURAL GAS IS A BRIDGE
FOUNDATIONALFUEL.
Joanne Mello
Director, Sustainability and Energy Policy
Southern Company Gas

Natural Gas is key to
the clean energy
transition.

Natural gas has
contributed to a

33%
reduction

For decades, millions of homes and businesses have connected to the U.S.
natural gas delivery system at a rate of more than one customer per minute,
on average. Despite this growth, during the past 20 years, carbon dioxide
emissions from the residential, commercial and industrial natural gas sectors
have been virtually unchanged thanks to improved energy efficiency.

of CO2
emissions in the
electricity sector
since 2005

Emissions

Natural gas has led a transformation in the energy sector, and its expanded
use will continue to help improve air quality and reduce greenhouse gas
emissions.

CO2

It is a driving factor in emissions reductions across the
United States.

2005

2020

Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration
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Southern
Company Gas is
committed to a
clean energy
future.

Methane
Emissions
Reductions in
Operations

Supply Options
Differentiated
Gas, RNG and
Hydrogen

NGVs

We support efforts to reduce emissions from our
business and beyond.
Southern Company has established a goal to reduce its
enterprise-wide greenhouse gas emissions 50% from 2007
levels by 2030 and a long-term goal of net-zero by 2050.
This is inclusive of Southern Company Gas operations.
We are also focused on opportunities to support emissions
reductions across the natural gas value chain - targeting
upstream, operational and end-use emissions.

Energy Efficiency

Customer
Empowerment
Products

R&D Investment
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Our Natural Gas Position

We must take
action across
the value
chain.

Hydrogen
Renewable
Natural Gas
R&D

Methane Emission
Reduction Strategies
Differentiated
Gas

To support economy-wide emission reduction
efforts, we are evaluating opportunities to:
•

Decrease customer emissions via green gas
programs and increased efficiency and other
technologies

•

Leverage existing infrastructure for new, lower
carbon sources of gas

•

Continued operational emissions reductions

Pipeline
Replacement

Carbon
Offsets

NGVs

Energy Efficiency
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The Role of Renewable Gas
Natural gas infrastructure is foundational to
realizing a cleaner energy future
What is the Goal?
• Integrate a portfolio approach toward decarbonization, both in
terms of the clean technologies we pursue and the value
chain avenues we impact.
• Integrate renewable gas as part of the portfolio of solutions to
deliver clean, safe, reliable, and affordable energy to
customers.
What is the future of our infrastructure?
• Leveraging our existing infrastructure for new, lower carbon
sources of gas (e.g. RNG, hydrogen, power to gas)
• Supporting economy-wide emission reductions, such as in the
transportation and electric industries.
• Supporting efficient use of energy for our customers'
sustainability goals.
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Our Natural Gas Position

Economy-Wide
GHG Emissions

The Path to a
Clean Future
This graphic illustrates potential ways
natural gas distribution companies
can help facilitate an economy-wide
net-zero future. While the extent and
timing for these examples is
uncertain, investing in R&D and the
potential opportunities for natural
gas infrastructure to support G H G
emission reductions goals is critical.

Continue existing
initiatives and enable
efficient transmission
and distribution
infrastructure to
lower carbongas.
Natural gas utilities
have led the nation in
reducing emissions
for decades.

Enhance efficient
use of natural gas
as an energy carrier
to existing and new
markets.

2020
•

Methane emission reduction
through infrastructure
modernization

•

Energy efficient appliances
and other end-use
applications

•

Replacement of gasoline and
diesel for transportation

2030

Future potential R&D Focus

2040

•

Reduce fugitive methane
emissions

•

Expand end-use applications
and energy efficiency

Upgrades

•

Increase use in carbon
intensive industries

Transformation
•

•

Opportunistic implementation
of RNG

Incorporate RNG and
potentially hydrogen carriers

•

Low carbon gas supply
development via CCS

•

Near-term opportunities

Enable morerobust
transition to low
carbon gas supply.

Evaluation of infrastructure for
hydrogen

•

Pipeline infrastructure
opportunities:
Repurposing

2050
•

Explore low carbon gas
production intersecting with
gas supply

•

Potential for utilization of gas
infrastructure for carbon-free
energy storage

•

Potential neutral gas supply
Synthetic Natural Gas
Hydrogen
Hydrogen
Blending or Alternative
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RNG
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